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Abstract 
Let W be the so-called Hawaiian earring. i.e.. W = {(z, y): (z- l/n)‘+y’ = l/n’, 1 < n < LJ} 
and o = (0,O). We prove: 
(1) If 1’ is a subspace of a line in the Euclidean plane R’ and X its complement Iw’ \ Y with 
.r E X, then the fundamental group XI (X, 2) is isomorphic to a subgroup of 7r1 (El, 0). 
(2) Let Y be a subspace of a line in the Euclidean plane R2. Then, rrt (JR’ \ E; z) for z E W’ \$ Y 
is isomorphic to RI (W, o), if and only if there exists infinitely many connected components of 2’ 
which converge to a point outside of Y. 
(3) Every homomorphism from rr~ (Ml, o) to itself is conjugate to a homomorphism induced from 
a continuous map. 0 1998 Elsevier Science B.V. 
Keywords: Free a-product; cr-word; Hawaiian earring; Fundamental group; Plane; Spatial 
homomorphism; Standard homomorphism 
AMS classi&-ation: 55452: 20F99 
1. Introduction and summary 
Let X be a subspace of the Euclidean plane I@. If X has topologically good properties, 
the fundamental group ~1 (X, z) becomes a free group whose generators correspond to 
the holes of X in JR2, i.e., the bounded connected components of R2 \ X. On the other 
hand, without such conditions the fundamental groups become complicated in general. 
For instance. consider the so-called Hawaiian earring, i.e., 
W={(z,y): (z-I/n)‘+$?=l/r?, l<n<w}. 
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The fundamental group ~1 (W, o) is uncountable and not free [2,4-61. We introduced 
‘free a-products’ in [2] and a modified notion ‘free 7r-products’ in [ 11. They are fitted to 
present fundamental groups of spaces which are not locally simply connected. In the first 
section of the present paper, we investigate homomorphisms from free a-products to free 
g-products of n-slender groups, which are introduced in [2]. We shall show that any such 
homomorphism is conjugate to a standard homomorphism, defined in Definition 2.2. The 
notion ‘standard homomorphism’ turns out to be a spatial homomorphism under certain 
settings, where a homomorphism induced by a continuous map is called spatial [2,3]. In 
Section 3, we investigate fundamental groups of subspaces of the Euclidean plane. One 
of theorems in the section is the following: If Y is a subspace of a line in the Euclidean 
plane B’ and X its complement Iw2 \ Y with 5 E X, then the fundamental group rrt (X, CC) 
is isomorphic to a subgroup of rrt (W, 0). Since the Hawaiian earring IHI is homotopic to 
the space I@ \ { (1 /n, 0): 1 < n < w} (Remark 3.12), we may consider MI itself as one of 
the spaces X in the statement. In Section 4, using a result in Section 3, we characterize 
a subspace Y of a line in IR2 for which 7ri (rW2 \ Y, Z) with IC E IR2 \ Y is isomorphic to 
~1 (W, 0). We also discuss the relation between a factor of singular homology [3] and the 
cT-abelianization [2]. 
2. Free a-products and standard homomorphisms 
In this section we show that any homomorphism from a free a-product to a free g- 
product of n-slender groups is a natural one. (See Theorem 2.3 below.) We use notions 
of words of countable length (called c-words), free a-products and n-slenderness. For 
the definitions and basic facts, we refer the reader to [2]. The merit of using a-words 
instead of inverse systems is the existence of reduced a-words. According to it, we can 
investigate more precise properties like the case of usual words of finite length. 
We simply say ‘word’ instead of ‘u-word’. A word U is called a subword of V, if 
U 2 V and V N XUY for some X, Y. The next notion was defined in [2, p. 2471 for 
elements of a free a-product, under the identification of an element and a reduced word. 
Here, we define it also for words. 
Definition 2.1. Let Gi (i E I) be groups. For a word I&’ E W” (Gi: i E I), the i-length 
ii(W) is the number of elements of Gi which appear in IV. For an element z in the free 
D-product x$~G~, Zi(z) is Zi (W) for the reduced word W of 2 [2, p. 2471. 
A sequence (~j: j E J) of elements of xTCIGi is proper, if {j E J: li(zj) # 0) is 
finite for each i E I. 
For a proper sequence (zj: j E J), we can naturally define the infinite multiplication 
depending on an ordering of J, which is defined in [2, Proposition 1.91. We shall not 
distinguish a word W and an element [W] of a free a-product, since no confusion will 
occur except in the definition of li. More precisely, when we are using the notions N or 
m, the domain of IV, we are interested in words. In other cases, we are interested in 
elements of groups. 
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Definition 2.2. Let G, (i E I) and Hj (j E J) be groups. A homomorphism 
h:$c-Gi 4x4 3EJHj is standard, if (h(gi): i E I) is proper for any gi E G, (i E 1) and 
h(W) = V for a word VI’ E W” (Gi: i E I), where V is the word in W” (H,: j E J) 
defined as follows: 
(1) V = {((-y,P): 
- 
(u E m, 13 E I&}, where V, is the reduced word of h(W(a)); 
(2) the order (cx,/~) < (a/,/3’) 1 is exicographical, i.e., Q < Q’, or Q: = cy’ and p < ,!Y; 
(3) V(cy,P) = K(p) for (o/3) E 7. 
The following is the main theorem of this section, which is a free a-product version of 
a trivial fact about usual free products, i.e., every homomorphism h : *iElGi -+ *jE~Hj 
is determined by all restrictions h 1 Gi. We cannot assert the same result for free CJ- 
products. See Remark 2.12. 
Theorem 2.3. Let Gi (i E I) and Hj (j E J) be groups. If each Hj is n-slendel; every 
homomorphism h : x&Gi + x? 3EJ Hj is conjugate to a standard homomorphism h, that 
is, there exist u E XT,-J Hj such that h(z) = U-‘?$z)u for x E XTE;IGi. In addition if 
the set {i E I: h(g) # f e or some g E Gi} is infinite, such u is unique. 
To prove this theorem, some lemmas are necessary. First we prove a lemma about a 
presentation of an element. 
Lemma 2.4. For a E XyE;IGi, there exist reduced words V and W in W” (Gi: i E I) 
such that 
(1) a = WP’VW and W-‘VW is quasi-reduced; 
(2) VW is reduced; 
(3) if V is a single lettel; W-‘VW is reduced; otherwise VV is reduced. 
Proof. Let U be a reduced word for a and take a maximal subword W’ of U such that 
IV’-’ V’W’ N U for some V’. Then, V’W’ is reduced. If V’ is a single letter or V’V’ 
is reduced, we are done. Otherwise, V’ 2 g’V”g for some g, g’ E Gi \ {e} and some 
nonempty word V”. Then, neither the left side letter of IV’ nor the both side letters of 
V” belong to Gi. Let W E gW’ and V z g”V”, where g” = gg’. Then, g” # e and 
consequently V and W have the required properties. 0 
Lemma 2.5. Let Hj (j E J) be n-slender groups and h, h’ : X~~;IGi -+ xTE,Hj be 
homomorphisms. Then, h [ *iElGi = h’ [ *iElGi implies h = h’. 
Proof. Suppose that h(z) # h’(x), that is, there exists a finite subset E of J such 
that psh(z) # pEh’(x), where pi: x TEJH, --f *~CEH~ is the projection. Since 
*~EEH~ is n-slender by [2, Theorem 3.61, there exists a finite subset F of I such 
that psh(x$,\,Gi) = {e}, see the proof of [2, Proposition 21. Since x &Gi = 
(*iEFGi) * (X&F Gi) and h r *iElGi = h’ [‘ *iEIGi, we have pEh(z) = PEh’(Z), 
which is a contradiction. 0 
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In the above lemma, assume that (h(gi): i E I) is proper for any gi E Gi (i E I) and 
let h’ be a standard homomorphism defined by the restrictions h 1 Gi (cf. Definition 2.2). 
Then, we have h = h’, namely h is a standard homomorphism. 
Lemma 2.6. Let Hj (j E J) be n-slender groups and h : ~“7% --) xj”,,Hj be a homo- 
morphism. If x, E x;\,Z for n < w, sup{Zj(h(z,)): n < w} < oofor each j E J. 
Proof. To the contrary, suppose sup{lj* (h(x, )): n < w} = 00 for some j* E J. Since 
we can take a countable subset J’ of J so that j* E J’ and h(x,) E x&H3 and 
there is a projection from Xj”,JHj to qEJ, Hj, we may assume J = w. As in the proof 
of Lemma 2.5, for each projection p, : x&Hi + *i<mHt there exists k, such that 
p,h r &\k,Z is trivial. 
We define no = 0 and ni, mi by induction as follows. For given nj (j < ,i) and rnj 
(j < i), choose rni > mi_1 such that lj* (h(x,, . , . xn.)) = lj* (pm, h(x,, . . x,~)). Take 
ni+i > km, so that 21j+ (h(xno . . x,~)) < lj* (h(x,&+,)). 
Let I4’i be a reduced word for x,~. Since (z,~: i < w) is a proper sequence, 
IV0 . . . U’i . = W becomes a word naturally. Choose mi so that lj. (h(W)) = 
lj*(p,Lh(W)). Since W~+I . . E %,in,+,Z C ~w\k,~Z, 
Zj*(h(W)) =lj*(p,,h(l/th.. .I/I’i)) = lj*(h(Wo.. .Wi)) 
< Zj* (h(Wt;, . LViWi+,)) = lj* (pm&+, h(Wo . WibVt+l)) 
= lj* (Pw+, h(W)) = Zj. (h(W)), 
which is a contradiction. 0 
To get an element u E xyE,Hj for the conjugate form in Theorem 2.3, we define 
some notion. 
Definition 2.7. For a sequence (Wn: n < w) of words, W is a tail-limit of (Wn: n < w), 
if the following hold: 
(1) For each o E m and for all but finite n there exists a word X, such that W, N 
X,W”, where W” is defined by W” = {p E w: ,O 3 CY} and Wa(p) = W(p) 
for /3 3 cr. 
(2) R’ is maximal among the words satisfying (l), i.e., if V satisfies (l), W N XV 
for some word X. 
Lemma 2.8. Let I&t;, E W (Gi : i E I) (n < w) be reduced words. If sup{ Zi ( Wn): 
n < w} < co for each i E I, there exists a unique tail-limit of ( Wn: n < w). 
Proof. Since each W, is reduced, a tail-limit is also reduced if it exists. The uniqueness 
follows from the maximality. To see the existence, we consider tails of W,. First, take the 
maximal word VO such that for any n there exists Xno with X,0& E W,. Inductively, 
we extend Vk_1 to the maximal word Vj such that for any n > k there exists X,I, with 
X&Vk E w,. 
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Finally, let w = l@{E: n < w} and W(i,(a)) = Vn(cx) for cy E x, where 
i, : K 4 w is the canonical map. If we can see W is a word, we easily see W is the 
desired word. It suffices to see &(W) < max{&(V,): n < w} (< sup{Zi(W,): n < 
LJ}) for each i E I. To the contrary, suppose that there exists i E I such that ]{a E 
m: W(Q) E Gi}] > max{&(V,): n < w} and consequently there exists Q* E w such 
that l&‘(a*) E Gi and ]{o E w: Q* < CE’, IV(a) E G,}] 3 max{&(V,): n < w}. By 
the construction of W, there exists V, such that a* = i,(Y) for some /3 E %. Then, 
ll(Vn) > I{&(Y): p < y, l&(r) E Gi}l = [{a E w: (Y* < (1y, T/CT(Q) E Gi}l, which is 
a contradiction. 0 
Let 5, E x;Z be the element corresponding to 1 in the nth copy of Z 
Lemma 2.9. Let Hj (j E J) be n-slender groups. Then, every homomorphism 
h : x $Z -+ x ,“,,Hj is conjugate to a standard homomorphism, that is, there exist 
1L E x4 3EJHj and a standard homomorphism h:x,Z --+ xTCJHj such that h(x) = 
u-‘?$x)u for x E &Z. In addition if the set {n < w: h(6,) # e} is in$nite, such u is 
unique. 
Proof. By Lemma 2.4, there is a presentation h(S,) = W;‘V,W, for each n < UJ, 
where V, and W, satisfy the conditions in the lemma. 
Claim 1. (Vn: n < w) is proper. 
Proof. We can divide our argument into two cases when V, are single words for all 
n < w and when V,V, are reduced for all n < w. In the former case, let pj : $,-J Hj - 
Hj be the projection. Then, pj(Wn)-‘pj(Vn)pj(Wn) = pjh(S,) = e for almost all 
n by the n-slenderness of Hj , which implies pj ( Vn) = e and hence lj ( Vn) = 0 for 
almost all n. To show the properness in the latter case by contradiction, suppose that 
(12 < W: lj(Vn) # 0) is infinite for some j E J. Since h(SE) = W;‘V,“W, and 
lj(h(fiz)) > lj(V$) = nlj(Va), we get a sequence (6:: n < w) forbidden by Lemma 2.6. 
Now, we have shown Claim 1. 0 
Let I = {n < w: h(6,) # e}. I n case I is finite, h itself is a standard homo- 
morphism by Lemma 2.5. Hence, we deal with the case I is infinite. Since lj(Wn) 6 
lj([Wn-lVnW,]) for n < w and s~p{lj([W;‘V,W~]): n < w} < co by Lemma 2.6, 
SUp{lj(W~): n < w} < 00 for each j E J. By Lemma 2.8. there exists a tail-limit W 
of (lvn: n E 1). 
Claim 2. (W,W-‘: 72 E I) is propel: 
Proof. Suppose the contrary. There is j E J such that lj([WnW-l]) # 0 for infinitely 
many n. (Note that W,W-’ is not reduced in general.) Let a: E w be the leftmost 
element such that W(o) E Hj. (If there is no Q E w satisfying W(a) E Hj, we let 
Wa be an empty word in the following.) Take no so that l.i(Vn) = 0 for any n > no 
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and there are reduced words X, (n > no, n E I) satisfying IV, P X,lV”. By the 
hypothesis, there are infinitely many n 3 no such that Zj(Xn) # 0. By the maximality 
of II’, for such n there exists m E I such that m > n and lj([WnW;‘]) # 0. Let 
c = h(G,)h(S,). We shall show that sup{Zj(c”): k < w} = co. Remark that some 
letter g E Hj in X, remains in the reduced word of W,IV&‘, i.e., the head part of IV, 
remains. Hence, if the tail of II’;’ remains in the reduced word of IV, IV;‘, it is easy 
to see sup{lj(c”): Ic < w} = co in the following argument. In case IV;’ is cancelled, 
we may let IV, = UW,, where U is reduced and Ur/r;, is quasi-reduced. Now, 
c2 = av,-‘u-‘V,U~I;,~,‘V,T~~~I,‘U-‘V,U~~~I/,-’V,W, 
= mr~‘u-‘v,uv,u-‘v,uv~~~~. 
Since V, is a single letter or V,V, is reduced, at least one of UV, and V,U-’ is quasi- 
reduced. Since lj ( Vm ) = 0 and V, is nonempty, the rightmost appearance of members of 
Hj in U and the leftmost one in U-’ remain in a reduced word of UV,U-’ and hence 
the tail and head of UV,U-’ remain in its reduced word and Zj( [U&U-‘1) 3 2. Hence, 
sup{lj(c”): Ic < U} = cc. Now, using members of form (&I&)~, we can easily get a 
sequence 5, E x,\,Z (n < w) with sup{lj(h(z,)): n < w} = co, which contradicts 
Lemma 2.6. Now, we have proved Claim 2. 0 
By these claims, (WW’~‘V,W,W-‘: n < w) is proper. Let z(z) = Wh(z)W-’ for 
IC E >GZ. Then, h is a standard homomorphism and we get the conclusion. 
To show the uniqueness, it suffices to show u-‘h(r)u is not standard for a standard 
homomorphism h, if u # e and {n < w: h(6,) # e} is infinite. Choose j so that 
lj(~) # 0. There is m such that Ij(h(S,)) = 0 f or any n > m by the standardness 
of h. If Ij(h(S,)) = 0 and h(S,) # e, I, (u-‘h(S,)u) # 0. Therefore, a homomorphism 
U-‘h(z)21 is not standard. 0 
Proof of Theorem 2.3. In case {i E I: h(g) # e for some g E Gi} = F is finite, 
h(%\F Gi) = {e} by Lemma 2.5. Hence, h itself is standard. 
In the other case, we have gn E Gi,, (n < w) such that h(g,) # e and i, # i, 
if m # n. Take a standard homomorphism cp: x,Z --f &Gi such that ~$6,) = gn 
(n < w). By Lemma 2.9, there exists u E x7 JEJHj such that u-‘hcp(z)u is standard. 
We claim (u-‘h(gi) u: i E I) is proper for any gi E G,. Otherwise, there exist k, E I 
(n < w) such that k, # k, for m # n and (u-‘h(g~Ju: n < w) is not proper. Take a 
standard homomorphism ?I, : %Z + x&Gi such that $(&) = g;, and $(&+‘) = gn. 
By Lemma 2.9, there exists u E xS;,H, such that 21-l h$(x)v is standard. Let < : x;Z + 
x,Z be a standard homomorphism such that <(6,) = 6zn+‘. Then, cp = $< holds and 
both ‘1-l h$,l(z)v and U-’ hp(z) u are standard. Since hp(&) = h$(&+‘) # e, u = ‘u 
by the uniqueness. Hence, (u-‘h(giJu: n < w) is proper, which is a contradiction. 0 
The next notion ‘spatial homomorphism’ has been defined in [2] and [3], but we restate 
it for the reader’s convenience. Let (X, z) and (Y, y) be pointed spaces. A homomorphism 
h: r’(X, z) + r’(Y, y) is spatial, if there exists a continuous map f : X + Y with 
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f(z) = y such that f* = h, where f* : rrl (X, z) 4 rrt (Y, y) is a homomorphism naturally 
induced from f. 
Let (Xi, Q) be pointed spaces such that Xi n Xj = q5 for i # j. We identify all 
CQ (= z*) and define a topology on UiEr Xi in the following way: the topology on 
UiGI X,\{zi} is induced from the topologies of the components; for an open neighbor- 
hood U of z*, each U n,Xi is not only open in Xi but also Xi c U for almost all i. 
We denote this space by ViEI (Xi, xi). 
Proposition 2.10. Let (Xi, xi) and (Yj , yj) be path-connected pointed spaces such that 
Xi and Yi are locally simply connected at xi and yi and also$rst countable at xi and 
yj, respectively. For a continuous map 
V:v(Xi>Xi) + v(Y,,Yj,), 
iEI jeJ 
the induced homomorphism 
(p*:rl V(Xi,Xi):X* 
( iEI 
) +Kl( v(J$,Yjl)Y*) 
jeJ 
is a standard homomorphism under the natural identijcation 
T1 ( v(xi3G)7X*) = i&rl(Xi,Xi) 
iEI 
and 
In case Xi’s are copies of the circle, the converse also holds, i.e., any standard 
homomorphism from X&T, (Xi, xi) to qE J~1 (Yi, yi) is a spatial homomorphism. 
Proof. Under the given condition, we can identify 
Tl ( vCxi7Xi)7X*) = iiInl(Xi,Xi) 
&I 
and 
by [2, Theorem A.11. Let u E 7rt (Vitr(Xi, xi), x*) and ju E J. Then, u is expressed by 
a word W E W(q (Xi, xi): i E I). Take a neighborhood U of yj,, in Yi, so that any 
loop in U is homotopic to the constant relative to the end points. For almost all i E I, 
Cp(Xi) c {y*} U Ujfi, Yi U u. SO {a E w: IjO(pz+(W(a)) # 0) is finite. NOW, the 
standardness of cp+ follows from the definition of the word W~-f E W”(7~t (Yj, yj): j E 
J) in the proof of [2, Theorem A.11 for a loop f in vi,-(Xi, xi). 
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Suppose that Xi’s are copies of the circle and h : ~$&rri (Xi, xi) -+ qEJri (yj, yj) is 
a standard homomorphism. Then each h(&) is presented by a loop 
fi:[O,ll -+ V(%>?/3) 
jEJ 
such that fi(O) = fi(l) = y*. Define v:viG1(X,,zi) + vjEJ(kj, yj) by cp t X, = fi 
for all i E I. Then, cp* = h. 0 
By Theorem 2.3 and this proposition, we get the following corollary. 
Corollary 2.11. Every homomorphism from thefundamental group of the Hawaiian ear- 
ring W to itself is conjugate to a spatial homomorphism. 
Remark 2.12. 
(1) 
(2) 
We note that n-slenderness and conjugacy in Theorem 2.3 are necessary. If H is 
not n-slender, there is a homomorphism h : &Z + H such that h(S,) # e for all 
n. Let HjO = H. For any e # u E xyEJHj, ljO(u-‘h(bn)u) # 0. This implies 
that h cannot be conjugate to a standard homomorphism. Next, take u E x,Z 
with In(u) # 0 for infinitely many n. Then, h(z) = U-‘ZU is not a standard 
homomorphism. 
In Proposition 2.10, the condition ‘local simple connectivity and first countabil- 
ity’ can be weakened to a certain notion (t) in [I, Proposition 3.51. The second 
statement of the proposition holds for 2-simplicial complexes Xi as in [2, The- 
orem A.41. Consequently, in addition if ~i(Xi,zi) are n-slender, Corollary 2.11 
holds for such 2-simplicial complexes Xi. 
3. Fundamental groups of subsets of the plane 
In this section we represent fundamental groups of certain subsets of the Euclidean 
plane. To do this, we introduce some notion for words. 
For a subset Y of R, D 2 Y is quasi-dense in Y, if (u, w) nY # 8 implies (u, v)nD # 
8 for u, ZJ E R \ Y with u < w. Let Y c R and D be a countable quasi-dense subset of 
Y. Any subset of R is endowed with the linear ordering of R. For a linearly ordered set 
L, L-’ is the inversely ordered set of L consisting of {-u: u E L}. 
Let W(D) = W (I&: d E D) where zd is a copy of Z. By d E D and -d E D-l, 
we denote 1 in & = Z and - 1, respectively. We define Id] = 1 - dl = d for d E D. 
Let W E W(D) be such that each W(a) is d or -d for some d E D. A word 
V E W(D) is a component of IV, if V is a maximal subword of W which satisfies the 
following: 
(+) there exist u, v E R \ Y such that u < u and V : v ---f (u, u) fl D is the order 
isomorphism; or 
(-) thereexistu,vEIW\Ysuchthatu<wandV:V~((u,v)nD)-’istheorder 
isomorphism. 
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Fig. 1. 
For any nonempty word W, the word W2 is not contained in one component of any 
word. This observation is important in the argument in the proof of Theorem 4.1. 
Definition 3.1. U(D, Y) consists of W E W(D) which satisfies the following: 
(1) Each W(a) is d or -d for some d E D. 
(2) For any (Y E m, there exists a component V of W such that (Y E v. 
(3) Let cy, E w (n < w) be an increasing or decreasing sequence. If the a, belong 
to different components V,, i.e., (Y, E z with V, # V, (m # n), there exists 
z E R \ Y such that lim,,, IW(cxn)l = CE. 
Now, we can state our main theorem of this section. 
Theorem 3.2. Let Y be a subset of IR, D a countable quasi-dense subset of Y and 
X = IR2 \ Y x (0) with 20 E X the base point. Then, the fundamental group ~1 (X, 20) 
is isomorphic to the subgroup {[WI: W E zA(D, Y)} of x& 
The basic idea of the proof is the same as that in Theorem A.1 in [2] and Theorem 3.9 
in [l], but it is more complicated. To prove this theorem we introduce some auxiliary 
notions. A path f in X is a continuous map f : [a, b] + X for some a < b. For two 
paths f : [a, b] -+ X and g : [c, d] --+ X we define f I g as 
f(t) =9 c+ s(d - c)) for a < t < b. 
For a map f : Y -+ IR2, define fi , f2 : Y -+ R by (MY), .MY)) = f(y) for Y E Y For 
distinct real numbers a and b, we denote the open interval (min{a, b}, max{a, b}) by 
(a, b). 
For a path f : [0, l] -+ X with f(O),f(l) E R x {0}, we define a word Wf E 
U(D,Y) C W(D) as follows: 
Let UaEL(ua,ba) = f-‘(R x (-co,O)), where (ua,bcu) n (ap,bp) = 8 for a # P. 
Let Wf = {(a,~): CJ E L, u E D n (f(a,), f(L)) if f(a,) < f(L), u E (D n 
(f(bCY), f(a,)))-’ otherwise} and let ((Y,u) < (p, w), if a, < up, or Q = P and 
u < u. Finally, let Wf(a,~) = U. 
To see Wf E Lf(D, Y), it suffices to check the third property of Definition 3.1, which 
follows from the continuity of the path. 
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Definition 3.3. For u, ‘u E R, we define Sf(u, v), S-(u, V) : [0, l] + R* as follows: 
(1) S+(U,21)1(t)=S-(U,Zl)l(t) = u+t(w - U) for 0 < 7! < 1; 
(2) s+(u, u)*(t) = -s-(u, v)*(t) = 1 t . Iu - WI 0 < t < l/2; (l-t)]zl-v] 1/2<t<1. 
According to the definition, S*(u, u)(t) = (u, 0) and IVs+(“l”) is an empty word. 
Definition 3.4. A path g : [a, b] + IR* is canonical, if g(a),g(b) E IR x (0) and the 
following hold: Let Uncv (a,, b,) = g-‘(R.* \ IR x {0}), where v < w and (a,, b,) n 
(a,, b,) = 0 for m # n, and let C = {z: (x,0) E Im(g)}. Then 
(1) g(o,) #g(&) and g t [an,&1 = s+(sl(anLgl(bn)) or s-(a(4,a(M); 
(2) if g t [a,, &I = S-h (a,), a(W), then (a(4 91 (bd) n Y # 0; 
(3) C is nowhere dense and Im(g) n C x IR = C x (0). 
In short, a canonical path consists of paths similar to S* (u, w) and, for instance, is a 
path in Fig. 1. (In the figure, the path may go through lines more than twice.) 
Lemma 3.5. Let Y be a subset ofIR and X = R*\Y x (0). Then, anypath f : [0, I] + X 
with f(O),f(l) E R x (0) is h omotopic to a canonical path g relative to (0, 1) which 
satis-es Wg 21 Wf. 
Proof. LetU,,,(u,,b,) = f-‘(R*\Rx {O}),wherep < ~and(~,,~,)f$~,,~~) = 0 
for m < n < p. 
Define H : [0, l] x [0, l] + R* as follows: 
I (1 -t)f(s)+ts+(f1(..).11(6,))(~) if f*(s) > 0 and a, < s < b,; 
H(s, t) = 
i 
(1 - t).f(s) + ts- (fl (~?I)~ fl @TX)) (z) 
I if f*(s) < 0 and a, < s < b,; f(s) otherwise 
It is easy to see that the image of H is in X. We check the continuity of H espe- 
cially in case that s is an accumulation point of a,‘~. Since the diameters of the sets 
{.f (s): a, < s < b,}, Im(S+(fl(a,),fl(bn))) and Im(S-(fl(a,),fl(b,))) converge 
to 0, the diameters of {H(s, t): a, < s < b,, 0 < t < 1) also converge to 0. Hence, 
the continuity of H for such an (s, t) follows from that of f. Let g(s) = H(s, 1). Then, 
Wg P Wf holds, because the values do not move through {(x,0): IC E R}. In case 
fl(4 = fl(&), 91(s) = ft(4 = f~(bn), and otherwise 91(s) 6 (fl(o,),fl(&J), for 
a, < s < b,. 
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Let B = {g,(s): gz(s) = 0, 0 < s < 11, C = (B \ WB)) U {gl(O),g1(1)} 
and Un<p ,(ak,b’,) = gI_‘(JR \ C), where 1-1’ < w and (&,b&) n (ak,bL) = 0 for 
m < n < $. We observe the following: 
(1) C is nowhere dense; 
(2) C is equal to the closure of the set {gi (al,), gi(bL): n < p’}; 
(3) ifgi((4, bk))nB # 0, th engi((ak,bk)) 2 int(B) and hencegi([uL,bk]) n Y = 0. 
The first statement (1) is obvious. To see (2), it suffices to show that C is contained 
in {gi(&),gi(4J: n < p’}. For c E C, there is s E [0, l] with gi (s) = c. If s E 
lJn<,,(c&, bk)}, then s E {a;, bb: n < p’} and hence c E {gl(uL),gl(bk): n < p’}. 
Otherwise, there are a*, b* E Uncp, (al,, b;) such that u* < s < b* and (a*, b* ) I- 
iJncp, (a;, b;) = 0. Since gi([a*, b*]) C C and C is nowhere dense, gi(u*) = gi (s) = 
gl(b*) and hence c E {gl(u~),gl(b~): n < p’}. To see (3), let gi(t) E B for some t E 
(a;, bk). Then, gi(t) E int B holds. Take u* and b* so that u* < t < b*, gl((u*, b*)) C B 
and (a*, b*) is such a maximal interval. Then, gl(u*) and gl(b*) are still in B. By the 
maximality, both gi (a*) and gi (b*) belong to C and hence u* = ui and b’ = b’,, which 
imply gi ((al,, bb)) 5. int(B). 
Let I = {n < 
follows: 
H’(s$) = < 
\ 
P’: a((&,%)) n B = 0}, and define H’ : [0, l] x [0, I] A X as 
ts+(s#J,gl(b:,)) (3) + (1 - t)ds) 
if n $ I and u; < s 6 bk.or n E I,gz(s) > O and U; < s 6 bk,; 
~~-(~ddAgdbiJ) (s  + (1 - t)g(s) 
n 12 
ifnE1,g2(s)<OanduL<s<bk; 
G71 (SL 0) + (1 - tkds) 
otherwise. 
In case n E 1, gz(s) > 0 for all s E (a;, bk) or gz( s) < 0 for all s E (uk , b;). Otherwise, 
gl ([ai, b;]) n Y = 0. Therefore, the image of H’ is in X. Observe that HI (ah, t) = 
gl(uL), Hl(bL,t) = gl(bk), Hz(&,~) = (1 - t)gz(uL), and Hz(bk,t) = (1 - t)gl(bL). 
Then, we can check the continuity of H’ as in case of H. Let g’(s) = H’(s, 1). Then, 
C = {z: (z, 0) E Im(g’)} holds and g’~‘(IR2 \ IR x (0)) = lJnEl,(uk, b;), where 
I’ = {n < $: n 4 I and gi(c&) # g(bL)}. N ow, we can see that g’ satisfies the first 
and third properties of a canonical path and IV’ 21 Wg N lVf holds. 
Finally, define H” : [0, l] x [0, I] + IR2 as follows: 
HI’@, t) = g:(s); 
1 
(1 - 2t)gi(s) if g:(s) < 0, u; < s < b; and 
H;(Q) = (gl(uiJ> g;(bS n Y = 0, 
91(s) otherwise. 
When H”(s,t) (0 < t < 1) are not constant, Hy(s,t) E W \ Y. Therefore, the image 
of H” is in X. Let g”(s) = H”(s, 1). Then, IV” y Wg’ z lVf holds and g” is the 
desired path. 0 
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Fig. 2. 
Lemma 3.6. Let f : [a, b] -+ X (o < b) be a canonical path and { f~ (u), ft (b)} 5 
{u,v} = (5: (s,O) f Im(f)) with u < u. If Wf = e, there is a homotopy H(s,t) in 
X such that 
(1) H(% 1) = f(s), ff(%O) = S+(fl(4J(b))(~); 
(2) H(a, t) = f(a), H(b, t) = f(b); and 
(3) Im(H) 2 Im(S+(u, w)) U Im((S-(u, u)). 
Proof. If D fl (u, V) = 8, Im(f) C Im(S+(q w)) by the definition of a canonical path. 
Therefore, f consists of maps similar to S+(U,V), S+(V,U) and constant maps and 
the conclusion is obvious. Otherwise, f consists of maps similar to S+(u, u), S+(V, u), 
S-(u,u), S-( , 1 d w u an constant maps, the conclusion is also obvious from Wf = e. 0 
Lemma 3.7. Let Y be a subset of IR, X = R2 \ Y x (0) and f : [0, I] + X be a path 
suchthatf(O),f(l) E lRx{O}andf . h 1s omotopic to S+(fl(O), f,(l)) relative to (0, 1). 
Then, Wf = e holds. 
Proof. Let [0, l] [0, l] X be homotopy from to S+(ft(O), i.e., 
H(O,t) f(t), H(l,t) S+(fl(O),fl(l))(t) and = f(0) (f1(0),0), 
H(s, = f( = (ft 0) for < s, < 1. see Wf e, let be a 
subset of There exist < . < a, IR \ satisfying the 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
Let 
If there exists an J: E Im(Ht) such that d < z < d’ for d, d’ E F, then d < ui < d’ 
for some ai. 
For any d E F, a0 -C d < a, holds. 
ft(0) and ft(1) belong to {a~, . . . ,a,}. 
X0 = U { Im(S+(ui, ui+t)): 0 < i < n - l} 
U/J{ Im(S-( i, a ui+t)): ui < d < ai+l for some d E F}. 
Since Im(H) is compact, by properties (1) and (2) we have a subspace Y of X 
containing Im(H) and a retraction T : Y --+ X0 with the following: r-1 ((CC, y)) = IC holds 
for ui < z < aa+l where (ui,ui+l) fl F = 0; ~((2, y)) = (ue,O) for zr < aa and 
r((z, y)) = (an,(l) for II: > a,; and ~((5,y)) 2 0 or Q((z, y)) < 0 according to 
y > 0 or y < 0 for a member (2, y) in a bounded connected component of R2 \ X0. 
We recall WF is a word for a free product *&F& for a word W E W(D). Then, by 
properties (l)-(3) (W~)F = (WT’f)~ holds and moreover r.S+(ft(O),fi(l)) is a path 
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in the upper halfplane. Therefore, (W-f), = e in the free product e&F&, which implies 
Wf=e. 0 
Definition 3.8. For a word W E U(D, Y), UV is a regular decomposition of W, if 
UV ? W and any component of W is contained in U or V. 
If UV is a regular decomposition of W E U(D, Y), U and V also belong to U(D, Y). 
Especially, any component of W also belongs to U(D, Y). By the third property of 
Definition 3.1, it is straightforward to get the following: 
Lemma 3.9. Suppose that UV is a regular decomposition of W E U(D, Y) and p has 
no largest element. Then, there exists a unique u E R\Y such that lim,,, 1 W(y,)] = u 
for any unbounded increasing sequence ^in E u (n < w). The dual statement for V also 
holds. 
Lemma 3.10. For any W E U(D, Y), there exists a path f : [0, l] ---t X with 
f(O), f(1) E IR x (0) such that Wf N W. 
Proof. First we decompose W to components. There exist a countable linearly ordered 
set L and components V, (CI E L) of W such that w is isomorphic to {(a, /3): a E L, - 
,8 E Va} under the lexicographical ordering and W(o, ,B) = V,(p) under the identifica- 
tion through this isomorphism. By the definition of components, there exist u,, U, E LR\Y 
- - 
such that U, < u, and V, : V, --+ (u,,v,) 0 D or V, : V, -+ ((u,,v,) n D)-’ 
is an order isomorphism. We choose such u,, u, so that U, = inf(D n (u,, v,)) if 
inf(D n (u,,~,)) $! Y and W, = sup(D n (u,,v,)) if sup(D n (u,,v,)) $ Y. 
Shrinking the complement of the Cantor ternary set, we can choose 0 < a, < b, < 1 
(o E L) so that b, < ap for (Y < p and {[a,, b,]: (Y E L} is discrete in [0, 11. Define - 
f : [0, l] -+ X as follows: Let f t [ucu, be] E S-(u,, w,) if V, : V, + (u,, v,) n D and 
f t [aa,b,] =S-(TJ,,U,)~~V,:~+ ((ua,‘U,)nD)-i.Notethatf tU{[aa,ba]: a~ 
L} is continuous by the choice of a a, b,. For each a E [0, l] \ lJ{[a,, b,]: a: E L}: let 
a- = sup{b,: b, < a} and a+ = inf{a,: a < a,}. We shall define f(a-) and f(o+). 
In case a- = max{b,: b, < u} or a+ = min{a a: a < a,}, the value f(K) or f(a+) 
has been defined, respectively. In the following, we treat the case f(a-) is not defined. 
Since a induces a regular decomposition UV of Wand ?? has no largest element, we 
get u E IR \ Y in Lemma 3.9. Observe that ?? = {(a, p): (Y E L, b, < a, ,B E E}. 
Claim. limn_+ca u,, = lim,,, way, = u for any unbounded increasing sequence 
(o n: n E w) in {CI E L: b, < u}. 
Proof. To the contrary, suppose that there exist an unbounded sequence (on: n E w) 
and E > 0 such that u,,, < u - E for all n < w or van > u fi for all n < w. We only 
deal with the former case. We observe the following fact: 
For Pn E K, (n < w), IK&)l E (G~,Q,,) n D and lim,,, IK,(PJ = 
limn-+m ]W(%, /%)I = ?A 
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Case 1. (u - E, u) n D = 0. By the fact, (u,,, u) n D = 0 for almost all n. Take 
n so that (IL,, , u) n D = 0, then (uay,, v,,%) n D = (u, van) n D. Again by the fact, 
u = inf(D rl (u,~, II,,)) holds. Therefore, r+, = 21 for such ua, by the choice of u,, , 
which contradicts u,, < u - E. 
Case 2. (u - E, u) n D # 0. Take d E (u - E, IL) n D. Again by the fact, d < van for 
almost all rz, which implies Id(W) = co. But, this contradicts W E W(D). 0 
According to this claim and its dual claim for V, there exist unique u and v such 
that when we set f(6) = u and f(a+) = 21, f [ {a-, u+} U (JorEL[aol, bCY] becomes 
continuous at a- and a+. Finally, let f i [a-, u+] z S+(u, V) for each a E [0, l] \ 
lJcvEL[ucu, bCY]. Then, f is continuous and Wf cv IV. 0 
Proof of Theorem 3.2. We may assume that the base point za of a loop g : [0, l] + X 
is (0, 1). Let a = min{t: gz(t) = 0} and b = max{t: gz(t) = 0). According to 
Lemma 3.10, any word in U(D, Y) is realized by I& rgl[a,b] for some loop g in X. There- 
fore, by Lemma 3.7 the map corresponding to f to IVf induces a surjective homomor- 
phism from rri (X, za) to {[IV]: W E U(D, Y)}. It suffices to show that a path g t [a, b] 
is homotopic relative to {a, b} to a path which lies in the upper halfplane {(z, y): y 2 0) 
in case WgtIa~b] = e. By Lemma 3.5, it also suffices to show that IVf = e implies that 
f is homotopic to a path S+(u*, w*) relative to (0, 1) for a canonical path f with 
f(0) = (uS,O), f(1) = (v*,O). 
Now, let f be a canonical path with f(0) = (u*, 0), f( 1) = (v*,O) and IVf = e. 
Let C = (z: (GO) E Im(f)} and Uncfi(u,, v,) = (minIm(fi),maxIm(fl)) \ C, 
where (u,, w,) n (u,, v,) = 0 for m # n and p 6 w. We define parts of a homotopy 
H: [O, l] x [O, l] + X by induction. First, let H(s, 1) = f(s), H(0, t) = (u*,O), 
H(l,t) = (v*,O) and H(s,O) = S+(u*,.u*)(s). 
Step 0. We are given canonical paths f and S+(u*, u*). There exist a division 0 = 
aa < al < . < ano < an,,+1 = 1 such that 
(*) (1) fl(G) E { 210,210) for 1 < i 6 ua; 
(2) ImM t [ai,ai+d) is contained in only one of (-m, ~01, [ua, ~a] and 
[wo, 00); 
(3) Im(fi t [G,Q+I]) and Wfl t [ a,+ 1, ui+z]) are contained in different ones of 
(-co UO], [w, 2101 and 1~0, m); 
(4) fl t [ 1 . a,, a%+~ is no constant for 0 < i < no. t 
Let fi = f t [ai, ai+l] for 0 < i < no to simplify the notation. We observe the 
following: 
(1) Im(fl) g [Q, 2101 for an alternate i. 
(2) IfIm(f:-‘)UIm(fi+‘) C [~o,~o], f~(ai) = fl(~+l) = ~0 orfl(ai) = fl(ai+l) = 
vo holds according to Im(ff) C_ (--03, ug] or Im(ff) C: [wa, co). 
(3) If Im(f,i-l) UIm(f,i+‘) 2 (- oo,r~], then fi(ui) = fi(ui+i) = ua. If Irn($‘)~ 
Im(ff+‘) C [UO, m), then fl(ai) = fl(ai+l) = ~0. 
Substep 0. Since Wf' . . Wf”’ N Wf belongs to the free product x~~(-~,~~~Z * 
XDn(%V$ * XDll(w,w) Z, we have IVf’ = e for some i. If there exists fi such that 
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(Step 0) 
q U 
defined 
this time 
same as 
the upper 
edge 
undefined 
Fig. 3. 
f”(G) = f”(%+1) ( q e uivalently fl(ui) = fr (ai+l)) in addition to IVf” = e, we pick 
such an fi. Otherwise, no < 2 holds and IVf” = e for each 0 < i < 720 and we pick fi 
arbitrarily. 
In case IVf” E W(D n (2~0, ~a)), we define H(s, t) for ai < s < ai+], l/2 < t 6 1 by 
using Lemma 3.6 so that H(s, l/2) = S+(fl(ui), fl(ui+l))((s-ui)/(ui+i -ui)) and let 
H(s, t) = f(t) for s < ui or ui+l , < s and l/2 < t < 1. In case IVfi q! W(Dfl(r~. q,)), 
we just let H(s, l/2) = S+(fl(ui), fi(ui+l))((s - ui)/(ui+i - ui)) and also H(s, t) = 
f(t) for s < ui or a. %+I 6 s and l/2 < t < 1, but do not define for (ui,~+i) x (l/2,1). 
Let g(s) = H(s, l/2). Then, Wg N Wf’ . . Wf”-’ Wfi+’ . . . Wf”” = e. In case f(ui) = 
f(ui+i) for 2 6 i < 720 - 2, g / [ai, ai+,] is constant and moreover Im(gl 1 [ai_, , ai+,]) 
is contained in one of (-co, ua], [ua, wo] and [WO, co). Unless Im(ff) C [ua, 2ro], Im(ff) C 
(--00, ~01 or Im(ff) C [UO, ~1. 
Substep k. We have defined H(s, 1/2k) (= g(s)) so that g is a canonical path and 
kl’g = e. There exist a division 0 = ba < bl < . < b,, < &,+I = 1 which is an 
amalgamation of 0 = aa < al < . . < ano < ano+ = 1 and has property (*) for g. We 
work in [0, l] x [l/2 ‘+I, l/2”] as in Substep 0 using g instead of f and bo, bl , . . . , &,+I 
instead of uo,u,, . . . ,uno+l. 
The substeps will finish in at most the no-step, say the k-step. Then, we have defined 
H(s, l/2”+‘) = g(s) and Wg is an empty word. Since the image of g is in the upper 
halfplane, i.e., {(z, y): y 3 0}, we define 
H(s, t) = 2”+‘tg(s) + 2”+‘( l/2”+’ - t)s+(U*, ?I*) 
for 0 < s < 1,0 < t < l/2”+‘. 
Step k. After the (k - l)-step, there possibly exist finitely many subrectangles of 
[0, l] x [0, l] on which N has not been defined. Their forms are 
where si = 0 or 1. 
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H has been defined on all sides of these rectangles. In this step we work in each rectangle 
as in Step 0 replacing (ua, ~a) by (uk, bull), as if the rectangle is [0, l] x [0, 11. 
If the above procedure finishes in finite steps, we are done. Otherwise, after all the 
steps H(sa, to) may not be defined. We consider such (SO, to). In each k-step, there exists 
a rectangle Rk which contains (so,&)). On its sides, i.e., Oh&, H(s,t) is defined and 
Im(H r i3Rk) is contained in one of the closed components of [min Im(fi ), max Im(fi )] \ 
&i(ui~i), say [wa,2oi]. Then, Im(H r a&) is contained in {(z, y): wo 6 5 < WI, 
IYI < (w - w0)/2}. Since Uncp (u,, v,) is dense in [minIm(fi), maxIm(ft)], Im(Hi / 
a&) converge to some c E c and consequently Im(H 1 a&) converge to (c, 0). Let 
H(so, to) = (c, 0). Now, the continuity of H is clear by definition and the proof has 
been finished. 0 
After Theorem 3.2 the following natural question occurs, which we cannot answer so 
far. 
Question 3.11. Is the fundamental group of any subspace of the plane isomorphic to a 
subgroup of that of the Hawaiian earring? More specifically, is the fundamental group 
of the Sierpinski gasket (or carpet) isomorphic to a subgroup of that of the Hawaiian 
earring? 
Remark 3.12. (1) First, we remark that the Hawaiian earring W is homotopic to the 
space IR2 \ {pn: n < w} where p, (n < w) converge to c $ {p,: n < w}. Since 
R2\{P?C n < w} is homeomorphic to IR2 \ { (3/2n, 0): 1 < n < w}, it suffices to show 
that W is homotopic to 
X= u {(z,y): (~-3/2’“)~+y~= 1/22”}U{(0,0)}. 
I<n<C&J 
Making {(z, y): y > 0) f’ X as one point, we get a space homeomorphic to W. Let 
cp : X -+ W be the map through this quotient. Next, let II, : W --) X be a continuous map 
satisfying the following: Let +(O, 0) = (0, 0), 
$(1/n, l/n) = $(1/n, -l/n) = (1/2n-‘,o), 
i(cosB+l),isin6 
> 
ELRX [O,cc) (7r/2<0<3~/2) 
II, i(cosB+l),-l-nsin6 
( > ( 
= g+&cos28,&sin28 
> 
(42 6 e G 42). 
Then, it is easy to see that both cp+ and +cp are homotopic to the identities on W and 
X, respectively. 
(2) As mentioned in the introduction of this paper, the fundamental groups of subspaces 
of the plane are related to the number of holes of the subspaces in the plane. However, 
in the cases treated in Theorem 3.2 this correspondence is not clear. Here, we offer some 
examples which clarify this correspondence. 
LetYbeasubsetoflWandX=IW2\Yx[O,1].TakeaoEIW\Y.Then,~1(X,z) 
becomes a free group whose generator is the set {Y f’ (a, aa), Y n (a~, b): a, b E IR \ Y, 
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a < a0 < b}. This holds, since any loop in X cannot go and back between {(z, y): y < 
l} and { (a~, y): y < 0) infinitely many times, which is very different from the case 
of Theorem 3.2, i.e., ((2, y): y > 0) and {(z, y): y < 0) instead. Consider the two 
cases when Y are the set of rationals and that of irrationals. The generators of the free 
groups are uncountable and countable, respectively according to Y = Q and Y = IR \ Q. 
(Not the converse!) Hence, the correspondence is not between generators and holes, but 
between generators and paths modulo homotopy by definition after all. 
4. Homomorphisms from ~1 (IF-X, ( 1,l)) and g-abelianization 
In this section we investigate homomorphisms from rrt (W, (1,l)) to the fundamental 
groups appearing in Theorem 3.2. Using this we shall discuss the relationship between 
the ‘a-abelianization’ [2] and a ‘canonical factor’ of singular homology [3]. The next 
theorem generalizes Corollary 2.11. 
Theorem 4.1. Let X and Y be as in Theorem 3.2 and x0 = (0,l). Then, every homo- 
morphism h:7rl(W, (1,1)) + rrt(X,xa) is conjugate to a spatial homomorphism, i.e., 
there exist a continuous map f : W -+ X with f(( 1,l)) = x0 and u E ~1 (X, 20) such 
that h(x) = u-‘f*(x)u. 
To prove this theorem, we need some lemmas. In the following, let X. Y and D be 
as in Theorem 3.2. 
Lemma 4.2. Let h: x,Z -+ {[WI: W E U(D, Y)} + x$ be a standard homomor- 
phism. If h(6,) # e for injinitely many n < w, there exists a unique c E IR \ Y such that 
lim n-o0 supp h(&) = c, where suppu = {d E D: Id(u) # 0} for u E XDz and the 
limit is taken over for n with h(6,) # e. 
Proof. Let un = h(S,). First, we show the uniqueness of an accumulation point. To the 
contrary, suppose that 0 and P are open subsets of lR such that a n p = 0 and both 
{n: suppun n 0 # 0) and {n: suppun n P # 0) are infinite. Since (u,: n < w) is a 
proper sequence by Definition 2.2, we can take a subsequence (u,,: k < w) and dr; E D 
(k < w) so that dzk E supp~~~*~ n 0, d2k+t E ~upp&,~+, n P and dk $ suppun, for 
any j > k. Then, inductively choose mk so large that l& (‘1~p; . . u:;) # 0. A reduced 
word W for ~2 . . u;; . . becomes of form WO . . . wk . . . such that dk E supp I/r;,, 
but dk $ supp Wj for j > k, since the rightmost appearance dk in the reduced word for 
u:I”,” remains in W. There exists W’ E zA(D, Y) such that W’ = W. Then, l& (W’) # 0 
for all k. By Lemma 3.10, there exists a path f : [O, l] --) X with f(O), f(1) E JR x (0) 
such that Wf N W’. Since the values of ft cannot be taken alternately in 0 and P 
infinitely many times, we get a contradiction. 
Next, we show that the sequence suppun (n < w) is bounded in R. Suppose the 
contrary. We take an increasing sequence (nk: k < w) and an unbounded sequence 
(dk: k < w) in D such that dk E suppunk, dk # suppunj for any j < k and dk $! 
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supp(uk3) for any j 2 k + 1. Then, a reduced word W for h(&,S,, . . .6,, . . .) contains 
all letters dk (k < w), since dk in the reduced word for u,, remains in IV. On the 
other hand, by properties (2) and (3) of Definition 3.1, supp[W] is bounded for any 
W E U(D, Y). Now, a contradiction occurs. 
Finally, we show c = limn+oo supp un does not belong to Y. Suppose the contrary. We 
get a subsequence u,& and dk E supp unk such that lim&,oo dk = c and dk 6 supp unj 
for any j > k. Then, similarly as in the proof of uniqueness we inductively choose mk so 
large that one of dk and -dk appears at least twice in the reduced word for u;; remains 
in the reduced word for uz . . ~2;. Since dk $! suppun, for any j > k, these fdk 
appear in the reduced word W for ~7; . . . u:; . . . . Then, IV is of form Wa . . . wk . . . 
where fdk appears at least twice in wk. Note that two appearances of a letter in w 
belong to different components of IV. Then, for k # k’ there are appearances of *dr, 
and fdk which belong to different components of IV. Take a path f so that IVf N W 
by Lemma 3.10. Then, Im(f) n (dk,dkl) x (0) # 8. This implies (c,O) E Imf, which 
is a contradiction. 0 
To investigate U(D, Y) further, we need a notion ‘g-reduced’, an abbreviation of 
‘generator-wise reduced’. Since arguments involving the difference between the re- 
ducedness and g-reducedness are tedious, we explain the intention of introducing 
the g-reducedness here. Let W-‘VW be a presentation according to Lemma 2.4 
with Id(V) # 0 for d E D. If the length of V is greater than or equal to 2, 
Id([(W-‘VW)m]) = zd([W-lvmW]) increases according to the increase of m. How- 
ever, Id([(W-‘dW)m]) = Id([W-ldmW]) = Id([W-‘dW]) for any m. In the proof of 
Theorem 4.1, we need to make a distinction between W-‘d”W and W-‘dW as forms 
of words. Hence, we do not want to treat d” as a single letter, but want to treat it as the 
m-letters d. . . d. 
Definition 4.3. A word W E W(D) is g-reduced, if IV(a) = d or -d (d E D) for each 
o E w and U # e for any nonempty U with XUY 21 W. 
For instance, the word ddd is g-reduced and quasi-reduced but not reduced, and d( -d)d 
is quasi-reduced but not g-reduced. For any word W E W(D), there exists a unique g- 
reduced word of W, as in the case of a reduced word [2, Theorem 1.41. The proof is 
its easy corollary and so we omit it. The difference of the reduced word W’ of W and 
the g-reduced word W” of W is such that a letter d” or (-d)” in W’ corresponds to 
d.. .d or (-d) . . . (-d) in W”, respectively. Therefore, the g-reduced word of a word in 
U(D, Y) also belongs to U(D, Y) and a reduced word in 1A(D, Y) itself is g-reduced. 
Lemma 4.4. Let U E U(D, Y) be a g-reduced word. Then, there exist unique g-reduced 
words V, W E U(D, Y) such that W-‘VW 2: U and VV is g-reduced. 
Proof. As in the proof of Lemma 2.4, just looking at U from the right hand side, we get a 
maximal W so that U N W-‘VW. Then, V, W and VV are g-reduced. Since VV is not 
g-reduced unless W is maximal, the uniqueness is clear. We show that W E U(D, Y), 
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which implies W-’ E U(D, Y). S ince a similar proof can be done for V, we omit the 
proof for V. 
Each (Y E m belongs to v for some component U’ of U. Let U’ be an order- 
isomorphism from p to (u, V) n D or ((u, w) n D)-’ with u, w E W \ Y. We only deal 
with the case of (u, w) f? D. Take the maximal W’ G W such that U’ N SW’ for some 
5’. If we can take w E IR \ Y so that W’ : W’ + (w, v) n D is an order-isomorphism, 
W’ becomes a component of W and we have done. Otherwise, there exists a unique 
w E Y such that W’:w’ -+ (w, V) n D is an order-isomorphism, w = inf((w, U) n D) 
and (w - E, w] n D # 0 for any E > 0, because D is quasi-dense in Y. Hence, the tail of 
S contains a subword corresponding to (w - E, w] n D for some E > 0. Then, W’-’ in 
W-‘V is also not a component of U and there is a part ((w - E’, w] n D)-’ neighboring 
to the right of IV-’ for some E’ > 0, which contradicts the maximality of IV. 0 
The next lemma is easy to see and we omit its proof. 
Lemma 4.5. Suppose that W-‘VW = W’-‘V’W’ holds, where the left hand side and 
the right hand side of the equation are the presentations according to Lemma 2.4 and 
Lemma 4.4, respectively and V, W, V’, W’ E W(D). Let W” be a reduced word of 
W’. Then, W” 1~ W holds, or there exist d E D and a nonzero integer n such that 
d”W” E W. 
Lemma 4.6. Let h: X&Z --) xDi!? be a homomorphism and h(S,) = W,-‘I&W, = 
WA-‘VLWA, where the second and third terms are presentations according to Lem- 
mas 2.4 and 4.4, respectively. Let W and W’ be the tail-limits of (Wn: n < w) and 
(WA: n < w), respectively. Then, W = W’ holds. 
Proof. In this proof, we denote the g-reduced word of U by U* for U E W(D). As in the 
proof of Lemma 2.8, the tail-limit W is taken as a direct limit of UO c UI c . . . , where 
each U, is the maximal word such that there exist Ynk (Ic 3 ?z) with Wk N Y,&Un. If 
(Un: n < w) is not eventually constant, the tail-limit of (VA: n < w) is equal to W’, 
where VA is a g-reduced word of U,, and consequently W = W’ N W’ holds. Next, 
we deal with the case that (Un: n < w) is eventually constant, i.e., U,, N W for n > no. 
Let Y, = Ynn. Since V,W, = V,Y,W is reduced, V,+Y;W* is g-reduced. Therefore, 
the tail-limit W’ of (WA: n < w) is a subword of the tail-limit of (Y,* W*: n < w). 
We claim that the tail-limit of (Y,* W’: n < w) is W*. To the contrary, suppose the 
existence of a nonempty word X such that XW’ is a subword of Y,*W* for almost 
all n < w. This contradicts the fact (Y;‘VnY,: n < w) is a proper sequence (cf. 
the proof of Lemma 2.9). Therefore, W’ is a subword of W*. To see W’ ? W* by 
contradiction, suppose that W* N XW’ for some nonempty word X. If Y, is nonempty, 
WA contains W* N XW’ in tail by Lemma 4.5. Therefore, in case almost all Y,W 
are nonempty, almost all WA contain XW’ in tail, which contradicts the maximality of 
W’. In case infinitely many Y, are empty, infinitely many X-‘V; are not g-reduced, 
otherwise almost all WA contain W* N XW’ in tail. This contradicts that (I&: n < w) 
is proper (cf. the proof of Lemma 2.9). Now, W’ N W’ and hence W = W’ holds. 0 
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Lemma 4.7. Let U, (n < w) be g-reduced words such that U, is a subword of Un+l 
with lJn+l 1: X,U, for some X,. Then, UnCw U, is a g-reduced word. 
Proof. Suppose not. There exists a nonempty subword U of Un_ U, such that U = e. 
U is not contained in any U,. Choose d so that Id(U) # 0. Then, U is of form U’V’ 
where ld(U’) = 0, U’ and V’ are nonempty and the leftmost letter of V’ belongs to ;Zd. 
Consider U as a word of the free product Zd * (xg\(dlZ). Then, V’ contains a nonempty 
subword V” with V” = e. Since V’ is contained in some U,, a contradiction occurs. 0 
Proof of Theorem 4.1. By Theorem 3.2, we can identify 7~ (X,x0) = {[WI: W E 
U(D, Y)} c x~iZ. We also identify ni(IHI, (1,l)) = x,Z [2, Theorem A.11. In case 
h(&) = e for almost all n < w, it is straightforward to see that h itself is spatial, 
Hence, we assume that the set I = {n < w: h(S,) # e} is infinite. By Theorem 2.3, 
there exist w E XDz and a standard homomorphism h: 7ri (W, (1,l)) + x$ such that 
h(z) = w-‘h(z)w. 
Claim. w E {[WI: W E U(D, Y)}. 
First we prove the theorem by assuming this claim. By the claim, the image of h is a 
subgroup of {[WI: W E U(D, Y)}. By Lemma 4.2 there exists a unique c E JR \ Y such 
that limnhcw, supp%(S,) = c. For each 1 < n < w we choose a loop fn : [0, l] 4 X so 
that fn(0) = in(l) = (c,O), Wfn = h(&) and limn_oo Im(fn) = (c,O). Finally, we 
define cp : IHI -+ X as follows: 
(1) cp((co.90 + 1)/n, (sinB)/n) = f,((Q + 7r)/27r) for 2 < n < w, -7r < t9 < 7r, 
(2) cp(cosB+ l,sin8) = fi((0+7r)/7r) for -7r < 19 < 0, cp(cose+ l,sine) = ((1 - 
20/n)c, 28/r) for 0 G 0 G r/2, and cp(cos 8+ 1, sine) = ((20/r- l)~, 2 -28/n) 
for r/2 < e 6 K. 
Then, cp is continuous, ~((1, 1)) = 20 (= (0,l)) and cp* = h. 0 
Proof of Claim. Recall that w was given by the tail-limit of ( Wn: n E I), where 
h(6,) = W;‘VnWn (n E I) are of form of Lemma 2.4. By Lemma 4.6, we may 
assume W;’ V, W, (n E I) are of form of Lemma 4.4. Hence, W = Uncw U,, holds, 
where I = {i n: n < w}, i, < in+i, Vi,, C Ui, C . . . and each Ui, is the maximal word 
such that there exist Yn~ (n 2 k) with r/t’, 11 YnkUk. Using the maximality of Vi, and 
reasoning as in the proof of Lemma 4.4, we can see Vi, E U(D, Y). Therefore, in case 
W cv Vi,, for some n, W E U(D, Y) holds. In case IV 74 i7in for any n, let (jn: n < w) 
be the subsequence of (in: n < w) such that j, < i, < jmfl implies Vi,, = Ujm+, . 
Then, Uj,,, S Uj,,+, for m < w and lJjm is a maximal subword of Ujm+, such that a g- 
reduced word for h(6jm) is of form UJ~XIJjm for some X. For the simplicity of notation, 
let n denote j,. Then, W = Un_ U,, where W is g-reduced by Lemma 4.7. Let X,, 
and X, be g-reduced words such that X,, = UnU;l for m > n and X, = U, W-l. 
Then, XnX;’ = X,, holds. By induction we choose no < nk < nkfl < w, dk E D 
so that &&(V&) # 0 and l&@(z)) = 0 for any 2 E x,>,,+,Z. Next, we choose large 
enough ??Zk by induction SO that ma > 2&(w) + 2 and mk > && (T&i) + 21&(W) + 2 
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for lo > 1, where Tk_1 is the g-reduced word for h(&,_,). Let U be a g-reduced word 
for h(S,“oo . . .62 . . .) and denote Y,, = Y, for simplicity. Now, it holds that 
7-2(s;,) = WW,V,mnW,W-t = lVu,-‘Y,-‘v,m”Y,u,w-’ 
= X,‘Y,-Iv,“, Y,X,. 
Observe the following: 
(1) h is a standard homomorphism; 
(2) (VT,: rz < w) and (Y,X,: n < w) are proper sequences; 
(3) V$” and Y,X, are g-reduced. 
Then, we get 
Tl(S,-,o . .s;; . . .) = x&lYn;llv~Y,OxnO . . . x;;Yn;‘v;“Y,kx,, . . . 
= x~lY~~lv~~Y,,x,,,,Y-l . . . 
X-’ ,,-,,,,Y,,l~~kY,,X~~~~+, ‘. . . 
Since Y& or Ym;\, may be empty, the word VnykYnkXnknk+,Yn;:, Vz;z’ may not be 
g-reduced. We observe the appearances of EC& and EC&,+, for E = fl, i.e., ldl, (Vkn”“) 2 
mlcr ldb+, (Yn,) < &k+, (Tk), ldl, (Y,-,!,,V:::‘) = 0, kk(Xnlem+,) < &.(W) and 
I&+, (x~,~,+, ) < I&+, (W). Then, we can see a g-reduced word of this word is of 
form 
m; 4++, 
vn, &+1Ks+, 
for some g-reduced word Zk+t , where 
m; >ldk(Tk-,)+~dk(W)+2 and m;+, >l&+,(W)+2 . . . . 
Now, 
U = h(S,moo . . Sn”,” . . .) = IP&5,m,o.. . sz . .)W 
= w-‘xn,~Y~~~v~~Ynox~~“,Y~~~ . . . X~~_,nkY~~lv~~leYnkXll~~nk+, . . . W. 
According to (ti), we can see each Vzk remains in the g-reduced word U and conse- 
quently W remains in its tail. Therefore, U is of form 
z&$2, v$’ . . v,;;” .&+I vn$ . . w, 
my 
where rnt 3 2. Since V,, does not belong to the same component, the decomposition 
of U into ZOV~$Z,V$’ V~~zZ~+lV~~~’ . . . and W is a regular decomposition. 
Hence, W E 24(D, Y) holds and we have shown the claim. 0 
Corollary 4.8. Let X be a subset of IF? such that X = R*\Y x (0) for some Y c Ii% and 
zo = (0,l). Then, ~1 (X, mu) P x,Z if and only if Y has countably in$nite connected 
components which converge to a point in IL% \ Y. 
Proof. We remark that a bounded connected component of Y is an interval and a con- 
nected component of Y may be unbounded. First we show the necessity of the condition. 
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An isomorphism from rri (W, (1,l)) to mt(X, ~0) is conjugate to a spatial homomor- 
phism by Theorem 4.1. Then, the spatial homomorphism itself is an isomorphism from 
rrt(W,(l, 1)) to nt(X,zu). Let cp:W + X be a continuous map which induces the iso- 
morphism. Note that Y has infinitely many connected components, because, otherwise, 
rri (X, ~0) is a finitely generated free group. Therefore, there exist accumulation points 
of the family of connected components or there exists a family of connected compo- 
nents which diverges to cc or --co. Suppose that y E Y is an accumulation point of 
the family of connected components of Y. Since W is compact, there exists a neighbor- 
hood U of (y, 0) such that Im(cp) fl U = 0. There is a circle in U f’ X which divides 
U n (Y x (0)) into two parts. Take a loop in X corresponding to a winding of this 
circle. Then, the homotopy class of the loop does not belong to the image of cp*, which 
contradicts that cp* is an isomorphism. Similarly, we can see that no family of connected 
components diverges to cc nor -co. Hence, the accumulation points are in IR \ Y. Sup- 
pose that there are two accumulation points. At least one of them is not equal to q(o) 1, 
say p # cp(o)i. We only deal with the case p < cp(o)t , but the other case is proved 
similarly. There exists 20 E R such that (x0,0) E X, p < ~0 < cp(o)i and there are 
infinitely many connected components of Y in (-co, 20). Let X0 = X n (-co, ZO] x R 
and T: X --f X0 be the retraction. Then, (r . cp)* : TI(W, o) --+ ~1 (X0, (zo,O)) is sur- 
jective. On the other hand, since {cp(~, y): (Z - l/n)2 + y2 = 1/n2} n X0 = 8 for 
almost all 1 < 72 < w, the image of (r . p), is finitely generated, which contradicts that 
there infinitely many holes in X0. Since the existence of uncountable many connected 
components implies the existence of infinitely many accumulation points, these show the 
necessity. 
Conversely, suppose that Y has countably infinite connected components which con- 
verge to a point in R \ Y. Then, X is homotopic to the space 
Z=R2\ u D,, 
n<lG 
where {D n: n < w} is a pair-wise disjoint family of open disks whose centers are on 
the line W and which converge to a point. As we have shown in Remark 3.12, 2 is 
homotopic to W and we obtain the conclusion. 0 
We recall the a-abelianization from [2, p.2521 and a canonical factor of singular ho- 
mology from [3]. We refer a reader to [2] and [3] for undefined notion. As we mentioned 
in the last remark in [2, p.2621, under the condition in Proposition 2.10 a canonical fac- 
tor of singular homology group HT( vi,, (Xi, xi)) . IS tsomorphic to the u-abelianization 
Ab”(rl(ViEI(X~, xi), xc*)). We state it more precisely. There is a canonical surjection 
from Ht (X) to HF(X). Let @X : 7rl (X, z) -+ Hf- (X) be a homomorphism obtained by 
the composition of the Hurewicz homomorphism from rrt (X, Z) to 251 (X) and this sur- 
jection. In case X is path-connected, @X is surjective. In the case of Corollary 4.8 with 
rrl (X, Z) ? x,iZ, Ker@x = nt (X, IC)~’ and consequently HF(X) N Ab”(rl (X, x)). 
Here, we show that this correspondence does not hold for spaces in Theorem 3.2 in 
general. 
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Proposition 4.9. There exists X C R2 with z E X such that Ker@x is not equal to 
~1 (X, z)O’, where X = IR2 \ Y x (0) for some Y c R. 
Proof. Let Y C [0, l] be the complement of the Cantor ternary set, i.e., 
Y=U{(n$$+&,n2$+g): Ei=Oor2, n<~}, 
i=l i=l 
and D be a quasi-dense subset {cyii ei/3i + l/(2.3”-‘): Ei = 0 or 2,n < w} of Y. 
First, we claim the existence of a loop fa in X such that Wf” N . . .-u . . .--2, . . u . . . ZJ . . . 
where u < ~1 and U, w E D. Since the loop S- (a, b) . S+ (b, a) corresponds to a word 
. . . U...V ‘.., it suffices to construct a path g : [0, l] + X such that g(0) = (O,O), 
g(l)=(l,O)andWg-...-u....--w... 
b = Cyz; Ei/3i +2/3n 
where u < w. Rut a = CyIi’ ei/3i + 1/3R, 
and let g 1 [a, b] s S+(a, b).S-(b, a).S+(u, b) and g(t) = (t, 0) 
for t E [0, l] \ U{ [Cyz; Ei/3i + l/3”, CyL; Ei/3i + 2/3n]: Ei = 0 or 2, n < w}. Then, 
it is easy to see that g is continuous and Wg N . . . - u . . . - TJ . . . where u < 21. Next, 
we show that [fa] E Ker@x but [fa] $ rri(X, z)O’, where [j’s] is the homotopy class of 
f 0. 
By [3, Theorem 5.11, HF(X) N C(Y,Z) and tb e isomorphism is given in the fol- 
lowing way: For a loop f in X, the winding numbers of f at y E Y form a con- 
tinuous map from Y to Z. Therefore, @x( [fc]) = 0. Toward the contradiction, sup- 
pose If01 E 74 (X, 2Y’. According to Theorem 4.1, there exist spatial homomorphisms 
hi:~i(W(l,l)) + ni(X,(O,l)), w E rr~(X,(O,l)) an fl commutators Ci, (i.e., Ci E d - 
C, 6 xJ N rri(W, (1,1)) [2, p. 252]), such that [fo] = u;~~o(Q)uo.. u;~~~(c,)u,. 
Since each hi is spatial, there is a continuous map Cpi :W -+ X such that pi* = hi. 
Choose an accumulation point z* E X of D x (0) and a closed disk C so that z* is 
an interior point of C, the boundary E is in X and pi(o) $ C for any 0 < i < n 
similarly as in the proof of Corollary 4.8. Let t- : X 4 C \ Y x (0) be a retraction and 
D’ = {d E D: (d, 0) E C} and ye E C \ Y x (0). Remark the following fact: 
Let h: x,Z -+ x,Z. If h(6,) = e for almost all n < w, then h(c) belongs the 
commutator subgroup of x;Z for c E CU. 
Then, since each r* . hi is a standard homomorphism and hi(S,) = e for almost all 72, 
r,(u;‘ho(q,)uo.. . u,h,(c,)u%) belongs to the commutator subgroup of rri(C \ Y x 
{0}, ya) c-f x~vZ. A reduced word for r,( [fa]) is of form . . . - u . . . - ZJ . . u . . . w . . . 
where u < v and U,U E D’. According to the fact in the proof of [2, Lemma 4.111, 
it should be of canonical commutator form [2, Definition 4.101, that is, r+( [fa]) = 
Bi . . Bzn such that each Bi is reduced, Bi . . . Bzn is quasi-reduced and there are 
{ik,j/& 1 < lc 6 n} = { 1,. . . ,2n} with Bi, N (Bjk)-‘. Since D’ is infinite, there 
appears a word ‘u. . . . w for u < v in some Bi and consequently (-U) . . (-IL) in some 
other Bj . However, this cannot be occur from the form of a reduced word for r* ([fc]). 0 
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Remark 4.10. Even if Y = D in the proof of Proposition 4.9, we get the same conclu- 
sion. Therefore, the difference between Ker @x and ~1 (X, x)O’ for X = IL?* \ Y x (0) 
occurs even when Y is discrete. 
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